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In [2] XI. Auslander proved that for Artin algebras thcrc is a one-to-one 

correspondence between ILIorita equivalence classes of QF-3 maximal 
quotient rings R with global dimension .<2 and of rings A of finite rcpresen- 
tation type. Recently C. M. Ringel and the author [l l] have remarked that 
in this result the condition on R and A to bc Artin algebras is unnecessary, 
and have given a generalization for semiprimary rings. 

The purpose of this note is to show that our result is in full generality from 
the view points (i) or (ii) of the following 

TIIEWEYI 1. Let R he a ring with an identity 1 and & the category of 

(unital) left R-modules. Denote by ,d the full subcategory of ,+A! consisting of 
all projective left R-modules. Then, the following conditions (i)-(v) are 
equivalent. 

(i) .d is a Grothendieck category, i.e., an Abelian category withgenerators 
and exact direct limits. 

(ii) JY’ is a full subcategory of &/ consisting of all torsion free, divisible 
left R-modules with respect to the largest torsion theory for which an injective 
module J is torsion free (cf., Lambek [6]). 

(iii) .d is a full subcategory of k~4L consisting of all left R-modules with 
X-dominant dimension G.2, where X is a left R-module of type FI in the sense 
of Moritu [7]. 

(iv) R is a semiprimary _OF-3 ring such that dom dim, R > 2 and 

gl dim nR < 2. 

(v) R is a semiprimary OF-3 ring with a minimal faithful right ideal 
fR, f  2 : .- f ,  such that R - -- End(,,,fR) and fRf is a left Artinian ring hazing 
only a finite number of finitely generated indecomposable left fRf-modules 
(in the sequel such rings will be called of finite representation type), and further 
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every finitely generated indecomposable left fRf-module appears as one of the 
direct summands of fKffR. 

It is interesting that we had already many results which play important 
roles in the proof of Theorem 1. 

We shall say that X-dom dim M (respectively, dom dim M) 3 n for 
X, ME R’/Zi if there is an exact sequence 

such that Xi (I < i < n) are direct products of copies of X (respectively, 
projective and injective). Let .9(X) = (ME RA?’ ’ X-dom dim M 3 2). 
It is well known that when X is injective, M E 9(X) if and only if M is torsion 
free and divisible with respect to the torsion theory with the torsion class 
.F = {Y E +Z’ Hom,( I!, X) 01, and B(X) is equivalent to the quotient 
category &/,F. 

Following R. M. Thrall [14] a ring R is said to be left QF-3 if there exists 
a (unique) minimal faithful left R-module RU. We can identify RU with a 
left ideal He (es =-: e) which is isomorphic to the injective hull of a direct sum 
of finitely many simple left ideals. Right QF-3 rings are defined similarly, 
and rings which are both left OF-3 and right QF-3 will simply be called 
QF-3 rings. For a QF-3 ring, left maximal quotient ring and right maximal 
quotient ring coincide, and as was proved in [lo], R is a QF-3 maximal 
quotient ring if and only if R is isomorphic to an endomorphism ring of a 
linear compact generator and cogenerator module M over a ring A. In this 
case A is a ring which is Morita dual to some ring B with respect to a bimodule 
AiYB , .Ad is a U-reflexive, generator and cogenerator, and R z End[,M). 

In case of semiprimary QF-3 ring R, it holds that R is its maximal quotient 
ring if and only if Re-dom dim RR (- dom dim R) > 2, where Re is a 
minimal faithful left R-module. 

Kow, we shall begin the proof of Theorem 1. 

Proof. (i) G- (ii). Since any direct sum of copies of J? and any epi- 
morphism in R~ mean a direct sum of .R and an epimorphism in .B! 
respectively, RR is a generator in &. Then by Popesco-Gabriel’s theorem [9] 
.d is equivalent to a quotient category of ,+Y by a localizing subcategory 9, 
because the endomorphism ring of RR is R itself. However, 9 is defined 
by using suitable injective left R-module I and Morita proved in [7] that 
R&,/9 is equivalent to 9(I). 

(ii) 3 (i). This was proved in [7]. (ii) 3 (iii). Trivial. 

(iii) rj (ii). Let us denote B :=: End(J) and C End(1J. Since RI is 
of type FI, it holds that 
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(I) J is finitely cogcncrating and injective. 

(2) c[How(RG~ Jd10 = JB . 
On the other hand, by the assumption RR E 9(I). 
Hence by Morita [9, Theorem 5.11 or Suzuki [12, Theorem 81 (2) implies 

CLR 
It follows that RI is injective. 

(ii) 3 (iv). Since J, RR E s(I), J is projective, (injcctive) and faithful. 

The fact R E %(I) implies also that nl. R Ed for any index set r 
(cf., [S]) and hence nl. R is projective. Then, it follows by Chase [4, Theorem 
3.31 that R is left perfect. 

So, without loss of generality we can assume that I is a left ideal Re, with 

e2 = e, and Re is n-projective, because any product of copies of Re (=I) 
belongs to %(I) and is projective. Sow, it is clear that 

dom dim RR 2 2. 

Then by Colby-Rutter [5, 1.2 Theorem and 1.3 Theorem] R is QF-3 
and scmiprimary, and He is Z-injective. Let S -= QGn S, , S, simple, be 
an essential socle of n Re. Since each S, is isomorphic to a submodule of 
He, the injective hull E(S,) of S, is a direct summand of Re. So E(S,) is 

Z-injcctivc. Since thcrc arc only finitely many isomorphism types of simple 
modules, seeA A’($) is the injcctive hull of S. Hcncc 

n Re = @ E(S,) C 3 Re. 
aan A 

Now RR E S(Re) insures us the existence of an exact sequence 

O-+R--“-t~Re--L~Re 
i-l i=l 

with positive integers T and s. 
Finally, in order to prove that gl dim RR < 2 WC shall show that for any 

homomorphism p of a free R-module 0, R into R, Ker p is projective. 

For any finite subset F of J, let pp bc the restriction of p on OF R. Since 
(@r:., Re) is injective, we have a homomorphism I,A to make the following 
diagram commutative: 

O~*@R~%@(&)Re)%@(&Re) 
F F i=l F j:l 

1 PF 
1* 

, 

0-RA+@Re. 
i-1 

Then, Kcr pF g Ker(@, T) n Ker #. 
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On the other hand, Ker(@, T) n Ker # becomes a kernel of the homo- 

morphism 

P 
@ @Re 
F i ) i=l 

Hence Ker pF E B(Re) and is projective. Since Kcr p U, Ker pF , where 
F goes through all finite subsets of J, and R is left perfect, Ker p is projective 
and gl dim R < 2. 

(iv) e (v). This was proved in [ll]. So we shall omit the proof. 

(iv} =+ (ii). Let R b e semiprimary QF-3 with a minimal faithful left 
module (ideal) Re. By the assumption we have an exact sequence: 

0 + R --to I’&, Re --f nJ, Re and R is maximal left quotient ring. 

Assume K is any index set. Then 

0 -----z @ R *+ @ (7 Re) ---j @ (n Re:‘o(R)) ---+ 0 
K K K Jl 

is exact. Since R is semiprimary QF-3, Re and nJ, Re are C-injective. Hence, 
Oe (JJ, lie) is injective. Then 

Putting 

we have 

~(~Rc)l~R--E(~R)/~R~Y. 

Therefore 

This implies 

Re-dom dim @ R >, 2, i.e., @ R E 9{Re). 
K K 

Hence, if RX E &, then X E 59(Re). 
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Conversely, let RX E g(Re). Then there is an exact sequence: 

O-+X-+~Re-+flRe. 
11 4 

Since dom dim R 3 2 and R is semi-primary QF-3, R is its maximal 

quotient ring. Hence R = End(Re,,,) and eRe possesses fRe-duality. 
Then, since eRe is semiprimary, eRe is right Artinian. Thus Re is C- 

injective, for ReeRe is finitely generated. 
By [5, 1.3 Theorem] Re is n-projective, and flI, Re and nr, Re are both 

projective. Therefore it follows from gl dim ER < 2 that X E &. 

This completes the proof. 
Following F. W. Anderson and K. R. Fuller [l], a decomposition 

of a module M as a direct sum of nonzero submodules (MJOIEA is said to 
complement direct summands in case for each direct summand L of M 
there is a subset B CA with 

They proved that a ring R is left perfect if and only if every projective 

left R-module has a decomposition that complements direct summands. 
Now, let A be a ring of finite representation type and Ml ,..., M, left 

A-modules representing all isomorphism classes of finitely generated 
indecomposable left A-modules. Let M be @bl n/ri and R = End(,M). 

Then, as was proved in [ll] R is a semiprimary QF-3 maximal quotient 
ring with a minimal faithful right ideal fRR z MR , and 1 gl dim R < 2. 

In this case we may identify A with fRf, fRffR is a generator and ,,ffRe is an 
injective cogenerator provided Re is a minimal faithful left ideal. It follows 
by [13, Theorem 31 that B(Re) and fRf~ are equivalent to each other by 
functors S = (fR OR -) and T = Hom,,,(fR, -). But by Theorem 1 
B(Re) is the full subcategory of R& consisting of all projective left R-modules. 

As R is semiprimary (of course, left perfect), the result of Anderson-Fuller 
quoted above gives us easily 

COROLLARY 2. If  a ring A is of jinite representation type, then every left 
A-module has an indecomposable direct sum decomposition that complements 
direct summands. 
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